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You have 

been 

accepted

Cender!!!

Congratulation!

See you on

Monday!

On a rather ordinary day, Cender sat
on the park bench, relaxing and

enjoying his free time. 

Mauricia, a mysterious and enigmatic figure that had always possessed a unique
connection to the mystical forces that surrounded her, observed Cender from a distance.

 Marvelous news! Cender got accepted to an amazing, exciting job opportunity! As the
information of his acceptance sank in, Cender's face lit up with happiness that radiated like

a beacon.

A sudden notification on Cenders
phone interrupted him from his

daydreaming. 



On the other hand, for Mauricia it was the opposite. Mauricia, led a seemingly ordinary life,
unless her secret magical powers. Every now and then, her special abillities would surfaced in
moments of heightened emotion. Jealousy, however, was the strongest trigger for Mauricia's

magic and seeing Cender enjoying his newfound success made her so jealous, it sparked
something very intense inside her.

 The enchantment took
hold, and a sudden wave
of despair washed over

Cender as his once-joyful
aura shifted drastically.

And this was just the
beginning, the curse went

even further...

Her envy grew so
intense that Mauricia,

overwhelmed by
negative emotions, cast
a spell out of spite. This
curse, fueled by jealousy

was meant to make
Cender hate everything

about his life. 



We have no idea what's
going on; your health 

is perfect.

I have no clue!
I just woke up
and I couldn't

stand.

The next day was supposed to be the first time in Cender's new job. But when he
woke up in the morning, he couldn't move. His legs seemed like they were paralysed.

Cender got very scared and called his brother Viousa to come and help him. 

Brother,
what
happened?!

Viousa takes Cender
to the hospital. 



Perfect? 

What do you

mean perfect?

We truly don't know what's
happening; it's best for him to

stay in for further examination.

Its okay,
brother, the

doctors here are
good, their

expertise will
help me. 

Viousa leaves
the hospital

frustrated and
worried about

his beloved
brother.



Viousa arrives, trying to learn
 the results from Cender, 
but Cender remains silent.

Brother, what happened?
Brother? BROTHER!

I am paralyzed.

You are now
paralyzed. 

The next day, Cender's worry grows stronger. He anxiously awaits
the doctor's finale examination results. Finally, after what feels like a

century for Cender, the doctor arrives.



A few months later:
Cender tries get on a bus

at the main square in
Nicosia. 

Chaoc (a unique dance coach) was
watching from a distance. Chaoc, a

retired professional para-dancer, has
been in a wheelchair since birth.

I'm afraid it won't be possible. We don't
have ramps here. Now move. I have to

get going. I don't have time for this. 

Eventually, they leave the
hospital together. But now

with Cender in a wheelchair. 

Hello, excuse me, I can't get on the bus.
Could you please help me enter with

the ramp?



Calm down, my child;
 take a breath.

I am Chaoc, 
a para-dancer.

A para-what!?

A para-dancer.
Let me invite you
for a coffee, I will

explain you
everything. 

Who are
you!?!?

I had no idea about para-
dancing and the community.

Chaoc and Cender on a
caffee together. 



One year later

Yes, you, my child.
You can outshine

them!

Few months later: Cender
started training with Chaoc. 

Okay, but Chaoc, you'll be there,
and together we'll win the trophy.

Of course, my child,
I'll be there for the

entire journey.

Me? In a
competition? Are

you crazy? Of
course not. 

Now, do you think
you can para-dance
in an international

competition?



Here is your
moment, here is

your glory, take it,
it's yours!

Cender!
Cender!
Cender!

Cender, with a calm and determined expression

on his face, steps onto the dance floor.

Music starts in
5, 4, 3, 2, 1...
Go!

One year later: 
International para-dance competition



Congratulations, para-
dancers; may the dance
be with you! Now let's

proceed to the
evaluation.

The final results are in:
Cyprus with Cender is 1st!

Cender lost himself in the
dance and music. He shines
like the brightest star on a

dance floor. 



Cender is moved by watching the crowd
shouting his name and all the love and he

is recieving in that special moment .

When you dance, emotions
multiply and you radiate

happiness! Look around yourself!
It's incredible what you've done.
All these people are cheering for

you. 


